
We provide glass balustrading & pool fencing across Australia including 
VistaView, Perth’s leading balustrade system, engineered to eliminate 
handrails without compromising on views or safety.

BALUSTRADE
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FRAMELESS BALUSTRADING
VISTAVIEW

TM

Vista View™ is a toughened laminated, glass balustrade system that is engineered around the DupontTM 

SentryGlas®Plus (SGP) interlayer. The SGP provides structural rigidity one hundred times stiffer than 

conventional laminating material and is highly resistant to de-lamination or clouding as a result of 

exposure to UV and moisture. 

Vista View™ is NCC compliant for installation without a handrail*, allowing unobstructed views in 

residential and commercial applications.

A benchmark of expert workmanship, Vista View™ balustrade panels feature highly polished interlayer 

edges and CNC polished radius corners; a standard of quality that is unmatched on any other frameless 

glass balustrade system.

Vista View is Perth’s leading frameless glass balustrade system, 
engineered to eliminate handrails without compromising on views.



HOW TO SPECIFY SELECT PRODUCT SELECT  THICKNESS SELECT GLASS

Cooling Brothers Vista View 14.28 to 22.28mm Laminate
Custom Thickness’ Available

Clear,  Tinted,  Low Iron VISTA VIEW   |   42BALUSTRADE

FEATURES

Truly frameless balustrade solution, NCC compliant

Remains a permanent barrier even if shattered

CNC polished radius corners

Compatible with all standard balustrade fittings

5 year warranty against de-lamination

Highly polished interlayer edges

APPLICATIONS

Balconies, Stairs, Windbreaks and areas where 

handrails are unable to  be installed

MAXIMUM SIZE THICKNESS

2500 x 4500mm 14.28mm to 22.28mm

GLASS TYPES

Clear           Tinted           Low Iron

FIXING SYSTEMS

Planar          Stirrup          Channel Fix

Utilising SGP interlayer, Vista View™ 

panels remain upright if broken, 

providing a permanent barrier and 

preventing a fall, without the need for 

a handrail. A comparison between a 

typical glass balustrade panel and Vista 

View™, after considerable impact.

*Vista View in a channel fixed design must be installed in accordance with CB instruction.   

*Vista View is a structurally engineered glass product. To meet NCC compliance, finished Vista View     

panel size and thickness must be advised and signed off by structural engineer prior to installation.  

Please contact us on (08) 6104 1777 for more information.

ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY



Frameless Balustrade systems feature sleek profiles that only frameless glass can provide, and come 

installed with handrails for safety and support.

Produced in 12mm toughened safety glass with polished edges, our standard Frameless Balustrade 

systems can be custom cut and shaped to accommodate challenging installation spaces, such as spiral 

staircases and multi-level balconies.

Handrails are typically stainless steel or timber, and can be designed to suit indoor & outdoor applications.

Frameless glass balustrades are available in Perth with a wide range of 
handrail & post styles, providing safety providing wide open views.

STANDARD
BALUSTRADE



HOW TO SPECIFY SELECT PRODUCT SELECT  THICKNESS SELECT GLASS

Cooling Brothers Vista View Custom Thickness’ Available Clear,  Tinted,  Low Iron STANDARD BALUSTRADE   |   42BALUSTRADE

PLANAR STIRRUPCHANNEL FIX

FEATURES

Toughened safety glass

Polished edges

316 Marine grade stainless steel fixings

Decorative printed designs available

Panels provide a wind break

Free standing applications

APPLICATIONS

Commercial & Residential areas that require 

barriers/handrails or have balconies 

GLASS TYPES

Clear          Low Iron         Tinted/Coloured

FIXING SYSTEMS

Planar         Channel          Stirrup

AVAILABLE FIXING OPTIONS

Depending on the positioning and style of frameless glass balustrade, there are a variety of fixing methods available 

for consideration. All mechanical fixings are 316 stainless steel, channel fixed balustrades are installed using 

specialized non-shrink grout. Frameless glass balustrades can be used in both indoor and outdoor applications, 

and can be combined with our ImagInk printed glass to create a unique custom design.



Our Frameless Pool Fencing is designed and installed to suit individual styles and complement your pool 

area, allowing maximum visibility with minimum viewing disruption.

Using 12mm A grade safety glass and 316 marine grade stainless steel fixings, Frameless Pool Fences are 

installed with self-closing and self-latching mechanisms on all gates. All hydraulic gates come with 

Fingersafe as standard. 

Frameless glass balustrades are available with a wide range of handrail 
and post styles, providing safety with minimal obstruction of views.

FRAMELESS POOL
FENCING



HOW TO SPECIFY SELECT PRODUCT SELECT  THICKNESS SELECT GLASS

Cooling Brothers Vista View Custom Thickness’ Available Clear,  Tinted,  Low Iron POOL FENCING   |   42BALUSTRADE

In 2007, we developed Fingersafe, an industry first in safety for glass 

pool fencing. Specific to hydraulic pool gates, Fingersafe prevents 

fingers being accidentally caught in the edge as the gate closes. 

In 2011, the design was officially implemented into the Australian 

Standards and is now mandatory on all hydraulic glass pool gates.

ENGINEERED FOR SAFETY

AVAILABLE FIXING OPTIONS

PLANAR STIRRUPCHANNEL FIX

FENCE

FINGER 
SAFE

GATE

FEATURES

Truly frameless balustrade solution, NCC compliant

Remains a permanent barrier even if shattered

CNC polished radius corners

Compatible with all standard balustrade fittings

5 year warranty against de-lamination

Highly polished interlayer edges

APPLICATIONS

Balconies, Stairs, Windbreaks and areas where 

handrails are unable to  be installed

MAXIMUM SIZE THICKNESS

2500 x 4500mm 14.28mm to 22.28mm

GLASS TYPES

Clear           Tinted           Low Iron

FIXING SYSTEMS

Planar          Stirrup          Channel Fix



Melbourne

4 Dream Haven Court, Epping, Victoria 3076

(03) 9408 3466

Brisbane

1300 040 799 . 0404 610 081

Perth

961 Abernethy Rd, High Wycombe,  WA, 6057

(08) 6104 1777

Sydney

U8, 7-9 Jullian Cl, Banksmeadow, NSW, 2019

1300 040 799 . 0404 610 081 info@coolingbros.com.au   .   coolingbros.com.au
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